Directions

By car:
From Stuttgart (180 km/ 110 miles)
Take motorway A 81 towards Singen. From interchange Hegau follow the road signs to Konstanz. In Konstanz follow the markers ‘Universität’.

From Munich (220 km/140 miles)
Take motorway A 96 towards Lindau. In Lindau switch to B 31 towards Meersburg. Take the ferry from Meersburg to Konstanz and follow the markers ‘Universität’.

From Zurich (75 km/ 45 miles)
Take motorway A 7 towards Kreuzlingen/Konstanz. After crossing the border follow markers towards ‘Mainau’ till ‘Universität’ is signposted.

Parking at the university is possible on four different parking-spaces as signposted.

For your individual journey see: www.map24.de

By railway:
Target location: Konstanz central station. In front of the station there is a bus stop from which bus routes 9A and 9B take you directly to the university (bus terminus).
For your individual journey with Deutsche Bahn AG see: www.bahn.de

By bus:
Bus routes 9A and 9B: Access e.g. at bus stop ‘Bahnhof’ (central station).
Bus route 11: Access e.g. at bus stop ‘Bahnhof Wollmatingen’ (Wollmatingen railway station).

By ferry:
Go by ferry from Meersburg to Konstanz. Take bus route 1 (the bus stop is situated on the left when getting off the ferry) to ‘Tannenhof’ and change here for 9B at the bus stop on the other side of the road. The university is the bus terminus.

From Zurich Airport:
Trains leaving to Konstanz every half an hour.
Monday to Friday: between 5:15 and 23:18
Saturday: between 5:47 and 0:57
Sunday: between 5:47 and 23:18

For your individual journey see: www.sbb.ch

Shuttle Service from Zurich Airport
The shuttleservice 'A1 Airport Transfer Service' offers individual pick ups from the terminal and transportation to Konstanz with a taxi or shuttle bus for 1 - up to 14 people. Reservations for minibus-transfers have to be ordered 4 days in advance. Online reservation and payment on invoice (payment within 10 days) are possible.

Contact:
www.a-taxi.ch, E-Mail: a-taxi@bluewin.ch, Phone: +41 43817 44 44